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CHAPTER 5   CONTEXT FOR POLICY FORMULATION 

5.1 Introduction 
This section provides an overview of the key factors to be considered in the development of 
conservation policy (Section 7) for the Ranelagh Estate. 

Developing conservation policies requires an understanding of a wide range of factors other 
than significance that may impinge on or create opportunities for the conservation of the 
significance of the place. This section therefore considers the following factors that will 
influence the future management of Ranelagh:  

• The views, concerns, and aspirations of stakeholders or communities that have 
associations135 with or a particular interest in Ranelagh (Section 5.2) 

• The obligations to conserve heritage significance (Section 5.3) 

• Statutory frameworks including the Victorian Heritage Register (Section 5.4) and 
Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme (5.5) 

• Management of public land (Section 5.6) 

• The condition of the fabric of the site and its components, and apparent threats, including 
environmental threats 

• Logistical, resource and operational issues  

5.2 Stakeholders and associated communities 
As previously noted, the Ranelagh Advisory Group appointed by the MPSC to represent 
stakeholder groups has been closely associated with the development of the CMP. The views of 
other stakeholders and associated communities have also been sought in two rounds of 
community workshops undertaken as part of developing this CMP.  

Table 5.1 provides a summary of issues arising from the heritage significance of Ranelagh that 
were identified at the community workshops held on 27 & 28 April 2008 (A full discussion is 
provided in Appendix B). 

Table 5.1 – Community workshop issues 

Issue Community responses 

Condition and management 
of reserves and vegetation 

 Management of reserves (all) 

 Whose responsibility? 

 How will they be managed? 

 What will happen to the reserves owned by the Ranelagh Club?  

 Lot M – ownership unclear 

 Owners need help – dos and don’ts 

 Fire security  

 Weeds (esp. Earimil Creek), foxes and ferals 

 Preserving all open space 

                                                      

135 Associations is defined in the Burra Charter and means ‘the special connections that exist between 
people and a place’ (Burra Charter 1999, Article 1.15). 
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Issue Community responses 

 To what standard?  

 Vegetation strategy covering trees, shrubs, hedges, screening, 
management, pruning 

Impacts of new development 
and subdivision 

 Development guidelines covering setbacks to front/side/rear; 
vegetation; visibility of gardens, fences, overall landscape 

 Fences – many unsuitable, adverse impact on streetscape 

 Limit total block coverage of house, hard landscaping, keep space 
for trees, garden 

 Equality in controls 

 One house per block 

 What is a modest residence? 

 House styles – design guidelines to suit Griffin character 

 Front fences that block garden estate (too solid) 

 Privacy 

 Control ratio of building to block size 

 Too prescriptive controls – not ideal. 

Maintaining the integrity of 
the Griffin/Tuxen plan 

 Incremental change is eroding the Griffin landscape character 

Management by Mornington 
Peninsula Shire Council 

 Resources – money to pay for works 

 Traffic management  - speed, volume, parking 

 Overhead powerlines 

Improving access and 
connectivity 

 Pedestrian access along nature strips – including poorly graded; 
gardening interrupts path – Council policy? 

Supporting community 
involvement and activism 

 Communication between residents and Council 

 Keeping the history and memories, photographs 

 Communicating the values of the estate to new residents 

5.3 Obligations to conserve heritage significance  
The Ranelagh Estate is of considerable heritage significance and its cultural values are identified 
in existing listings at the state and local level. The revised Statement of Significance in Chapter 
4 is based on new understandings of significance determined from additional research, field 
work and analysis as well as community consultation. 

The Statement of Significance provides an obligation for the appropriate and effective 
conservation of all values of the place. 

This obligation requires that all identified aspects of significance be retained and managed to 
facilitate the long-term conservation of these cultural values, and the tangible and intangible 
aspects of the place in which these values are embodied: fabric, setting, use, associations, 
meanings, records, related places and related objects. 

5.4 Victorian Heritage Register 
As noted in section 1.3 the brief identified the management of street trees, verges, and 
landscaped islands, particularly key avenue plantings as a key issue and noted that management 
is well-intended but uncoordinated and conducted without understanding the values of the 
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place. The management of reserves was also identified as a key issue by RAG and through the 
community workshops.  

The inclusion of the reserves, pathways and road reserves on the VHR provides protection for 
the significant features and should encourage a more considered approach to future 
management. 

5.4.1   Permit requirements 
Under the Heritage Act 1995, the significant elements included in the extent of registration for 
the listing in the Victorian Heritage Register should be conserved and any proposed changes 
require a permit from Heritage Victoria. Significant elements identified in the listing include 
the subdivision pattern, street layout, internal network of reserves, vegetated traffic islands and 
the landscape character.  

Alterations that impact on the significance of the place are subject to permit applications. 
Works to non-registered buildings and structures within the registered area are permit exempt. 
Permits would be required for any new buildings, structures, driveways and paths on the 
registered land. 

5.4.2   Mapping in Heritage Overlay 
As noted in section 4.2.6 there is a discrepancy with the application of the Heritage Overlay 
(HO) in the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme to the parts of Ranelagh included on the 
VHR. Despite this existing anomaly the land included on the VHR is still subject to the 
requirements of the Heritage Act 1995 as noted above. However, the incorrect listing and 
mapping has the potential to cause confusion and should be rectified as a matter of urgency. 

In accordance with the VPP Practice Note Applying the Heritage Overlay the HO schedule and 
maps in the Mornington Peninsula Scheme should be amended to ensure that: 

• The parts of Ranelagh included in the VHR are listed in the Schedule with a single HO 
number 

• The description in the Schedule is the same as for the VHR 

• The extent of registration on the HO maps is exactly the same as that on the VHR.  

5.4.3   Amendments to registration 
As a result of the significance assessment in Chapter 4 the following changes are suggested to 
the VHR registration: 

• Ranelagh Estate is of social significance to the State of Victoria for its intact, strong and 
active local community, who have been fundamental in fostering the development of the 
estate using the framework set out by the Griffins and protecting the natural and cultural 
heritage values of the estate.  

• Other important early plantings of aesthetic significance to the State include the row of 
Tuart trees growing along both sides of the northern curved fork of Ranelagh Drive. 

• The revised Statement of Significance contained in this CMP also contains a more detailed 
analysis of garden suburb planning principles reflected in the Ranelagh Estate. Some of this 
background material may be usefully incorporated into the register citation details. 

• This CMP also supports future adjustments to the extent of the VHR registration, where 
additional areas reasonably considered to be part of the Ranelagh open space system are 
identified. Possible additions include: 

• The Village Green 
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• Lot N 

• Additional entrance points to Lot L from Redbourne Ave.          

Consideration could also be given to the design plan held at the National Library of Australia, 
being included in the registration. 

5.5 Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme 
As noted in section 1.3 the brief identified the impact of pressures from new development and 
subdivision on the original design intent of the estate. �is was also identified as a key issue by 
RAG and through the community workshops.  

�e Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme provides the statutory planning framework for 
the use, development and subdivision of land within the municipality. It sets out strategic 
planning policy at both the State and local levels, identifies what types of use, development and 
subdivision will require a permit from Council and sets out what Council will consider and 
take into account when deciding on a permit application. 

5.5.1   State Planning Policy Framework 
�e purpose of State policy in planning sche mes is to inform planning authorities and 
responsible authorities of those aspects of State level planning policy which they are to take 
into account and give effect to in planning and administering their respective areas. 

�e State Planning Policy Framework seeks to ensure that the objectives of planning in 
Victoria (as set out in Section 4 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987) are fostered 
through appropriate land use and development planning policies and practices which integrate 
relevant environmental, social and economic factors in the interests of net community benefit 
and sustainable development.

Of particular relevance is Clause 15.11 Heritage, which has the following objective: 

To assist the conservation of places that have natural, environmental, aesthetic, historic, cultural, 
scientific or social significance or other special value important for scientific and research 
purposes, as a means of understanding our past, as     well as maintaining and enhancing Victoria’s 
image and making a contribution to the economic and cultural growth of the State. 

5.5.2   Local Planning Policy Framework 
Municipal Strategic Statement 
�e Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) is a concise statement of the key strategic planning, 
land use and development objectives for Mornington Peninsula Shire and the strategies and  
actions for achieving the objectives. It provides the strategic basis for the application of the 
zones, overlays and particular provisions in the planning scheme and decision making by  
the responsible authority.

�e MSS provides objectives, strategies and methods of implementation for key land use areas 
identified in the strategic framework plan in Clause 21.06. Ranelagh is subject to the policies 
in Clause 21.07 – Guiding future township development. Of particular relevance is Clause 
21.07-2 of the MSS, which provides objectives, strategies and methods of implementation in 
relation to Local Area Character. �e overview for this clause notes that: 

�ere is continuing demand for new housing on the Peninsula and, as with the rest of 
Melbourne, a changing demographic profile in some areas that may be reflected in greater 
demand for medium density housing.  �e availa   bility of a range of housing may also enable 
people with different housing needs at different stages of their lives to remain in an area and 
maintain community contacts.
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However, there is concern that in some areas the cumulative effect of market driven changes may 
adversely affect the features of residential environments which are valued by existing residents.  It 
is therefore critical to identify areas where change to the residential environment may be both 
appropriate and desirable, areas where some change is possible without adverse impact and areas 
where minimal change is appropriate.  One of the key challenges in this process is to identify local 
area character.  

… planning on the Peninsula has sought to reinforce the sense of place associated with different 
townships, and different areas within townships, recognising that this is one of the things that 
makes the Peninsula special and that it is highly valued by residents and visitors.. . 

In addition, some areas, such as parts of Mornington, Ranelagh Sorrento, have a strong heritage 
element, while in others the natural environmental features and landform have produced a 
definite local character.  In a number of these areas a key factor is the balance between open 
space, built form and vegetation.  One key distinction is between areas where the street space is 
defined and enclosed by buildings in contrast to areas where open space, landform and landscape 
are dominant and provide a setting for buildings. It is clear that the extent of site coverage has a 
direct effect on the ability to retain or establish site vegetation and that the ability to retain a 
“bushland” or “woodland” setting is often dependent on retaining larger lot sizes.  It is therefore 
important to define requirements for site- and area-responsive design - design that integrates 
subdivision and development with the natural landform and vegetation and recognises the 
importance of existing townscapes and streetscapes.  

On this basis, a key objective is to ‘ensure that the design and intensity of new residential 
subdivision and development is site and area responsive, having regard to’ (amongst other 
things) ‘the neighbourhood character and heritage of the area’. Accordingly, the clause sets out 
strategies and methods of implementation. 

Strategies to achieve this objective include:  

• Identify areas of distinctive character based on land form, environmental, heritage or 
building and subdivision design elements. 

• Require site and location responsive design in the subdivision of land and in the siting and 
design of buildings and other development. (Specific matters to be taken into account 
include, amongst other things, environmental features and environmental capability, 
retaining native vegetation of local provenance and other existing vegetation, sites and area 
of heritage significance and maintaining the balance between open space, vegetation and 
building density). 

• Identify sites and areas of State and regional heritage significance based on existing heritage 
studies, promote greater understanding of the value of these sites and develop more specific 
provisions for the effective and equitable conservation.  

Methods of implementation include applying overlay controls such as the Design and 
Development Overlay, Environmental Significance Overlay, Vegetation Protection Overlay 
and Heritage Overlay ‘where adequate information is available’, and ‘in order to ensure 
appropriate site responsive design to identify a density of development which is considered to 
be consistent with maintaining the character and environmental values of specific areas - 
having regard to the potential cumulative impact of higher density infill and site 
redevelopment within established areas’. As noted below, DDO, VPO have been applied to the 
whole of Ranelagh, while the HO applies to specific parts. 

Another method is applying local polices in the consideration of applications involving sites 
and locations of cultural heritage significance.  (Clause 22.04 - Cultural heritage places – see 
below). 

The MSS is therefore considered to provide a sound strategic basis that supports the 
conservation and maintenance of the heritage values of Ranelagh. 
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Local Planning Policies 
Local Planning Policies are tools used to implement the objectives and strategies of the 
Municipal Strategic Statement. A Local Planning Policy (LPP) is a policy statement of intent 
or expectation.  It states what the responsible authority will do in specified circumstances or the 
responsible authority’s expectation of what should happen.  The LPP gives the responsible 
authority an opportunity to state its view of a planning issue and its intentions for an area and 
provides guidance to decision making on a day to day basis.  

Clause 22.04 provides a local policy for heritage places. It includes the following specific policy 
guideline for Ranelagh:  

In this context, particular recognition is given to the area known as the Ranelagh Estate in Mt 
Eliza.  In this area the critical heritage values relate to the subdivision and street pattern 
designed by Walter Burley Griffin.  This is an outstanding example of Griffin’s town planning, 
still apparent in the road layout, the disposition of allotments and communal open space reserves 
and the complementary relationship of the of the plan with the topography.  These design 
principles have a bearing on the current streetscape and visual qualities of the estate and it is 
considered to be an area where minimal change to the established subdivision and development 
pattern should occur.  

The heritage policy is considered to provide appropriate policy guidance at a general level for 
Ranelagh. However it could be strengthened to more clearly articulate the elements of the 
design which constitute its heritage value as an example of Garden City planning. Examples 
include the importance of retaining a clear distinction between commercial and residential 
areas, and other items noted in Section 3.9 of this CMP. Minor amendments could also be 
made to the above statement to include reference to Marion Mahoney Griffin and Saxil Tuxen 
in the design of the Estate. 

5.5.3   Land use zoning 
The purpose of land use zones is to set out how land can be used and what Council will take 
into account when deciding a permit application. In summary: 

• All of the residential areas are included within the Residential 1 zone (R1 zone) 

• The road reserves and traffic islands, with the exception of the J.T. Smith reserve (see 
below) are also zoned Residential 1 

• The shops facing Mount Eliza Way and Ranelagh Drive are zoned Business 1 (B1 zone) 

• The John H. Butler Reserve is included in the Public Use Zone 6 – Local Government 
(PUZ6) 

• The Earimil Creek Reserve is included in the Public Conservation and Resource zone 
(PCRZ) 

• The J.T. Smith Reserve, the Howard Parker Reserve and the foreshore reserve are included 
in the Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) 

• The other reserves are included in the Special Use Zone 2 (Private Sportsgrounds, 
Religious, Health and Educational Establishments) (SUZ2). 

• There is a unique situation in the former Lot A, now subdivided as a series of private rear 
yards, to which SUZ2 also applies. 

The application of the R1 zone, B1 zone, PPRZ and PCRZ is considered to be appropriate. 
However, there are a number of issues with the application of PUZ6 to the John H. Butler 
Reserve, the SUZ2 to other reserves and the R1 zone to the traffic islands at Ranelagh. These 
are summarised in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 – Land use zone issues 
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Zone Issues 

PUZ6 The purpose of the PUZ6 is to provide for uses associated with Local 
Government.  
A permit is not required to construct a building or construct or carry out 
works in association with any use for the specific purpose of the zone – i.e. 
Local Government – provided that the use is carried out by or on behalf of the 
public land manager. 
While this zoning may be appropriate for the lots adjoining the John H. 
Butler Reserve containing community buildings such the child care centre it is 
perhaps less appropriate for the whole of the reserve because it potentially 
allows for a range of uses other than recreation that fall under the general 
heading of ‘Local Government’. 

SUZ2 Rather than being specifically designed for Ranelagh the purpose of the SUZ2 
is to ‘recognise strategic sites that contain recreational, religious, health or 
educational facilities that performs a significant community function’. 
It sets out permit required for the use and development of land. Uses that do 
not require a permit include (amongst other things) a Place of worship. 
Uses that may be allowed subject to a permit include (amongst other things) a 
Convenience shop, Education centre, Medical centre, Office, Plant nursery 
Residential building, and Retirement village. 
Decision guidelines for application to use land are quite limited and include: 
 The effect that existing uses may have on the proposed use (Rather than 

the effect the proposed use will have on existing uses) 
 Drainage and availability of services and traffic. 

The range of uses permitted is inappropriate and the decision guidelines are 
inadequate having regard to the primary purpose of these reserves as passive 
open space. 

R1 zone The traffic islands were designed as part of the overall open space system and 
this is reflected in the inclusion of the J.T. Smith reserve in the PPRZ.  
The existing zoning of the other surviving traffic islands means that they are 
not identified as public open space, but rather as part of the residential area 
road system and are therefore vulnerable to changes without the need for a 
permit. 
It would be appropriate to include the other surviving traffic islands in the 
PPRZ to be consistent with the J.T. Smith reserve. 

 

It is understood that the reason for the SUZ2 reflects the fact that they are not in Council 
ownership and it appears the PUZ6 has been applied to the John H Butler Reserve because of 
the community facilities that adjoin it. 

However, as noted in the above table the existing zonings may allow use of these reserves for 
purposes other than active and passive recreation and social interaction, which would be 
inconsistent with the significance of Ranelagh as set out in the previous chapter. It is therefore 
considered that the zoning of the following reserves and traffic island should be reviewed to 
determine whether there is a more appropriate zone (or combination of zones) that would be 
more consistent with the long term conservation management objectives for the reserves. The 
following preliminary recommendations are made: 

• The zoning of the John H. Butler reserve should be reviewed and consideration given to 
including it within the PPRZ (the same as the Howard Parker Reserve). This could apply to 
the whole of the reserve except for lots fronting Ranelagh Drive containing community 
facilities and the area now developed as a car park. Further detailed investigation will be 
required to determine the exact extent that should be included in the PPRZ. 

• A new ‘Special Use Zone – Ranelagh Internal Reserves’ or comparable control should be 
developed for the reserves not in Council ownership and should have regard to the 
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recommended long-term management of these reserves as discussed in section 5.6. The uses 
and types of development permitted in this zone should be based on the PPRZ zone. In 
particular it should not permit the types of commercial uses allowed by the current SUZ2. 
The new zone should make specific mention of the former Lot A and any special 
requirements relating to that area. 

• The zoning of the traffic islands within Ranelagh that form part of the original design 
should be changed to PPRZ to better reflect their historic purpose as part of the open space 
system and support their future management as open space areas. 

5.5.4   Overlay controls 
Overlay controls provide permit requirements and decision guidelines for specific types of 
development and subdivision. The overlay controls that apply to all or part of Ranelagh 
include the Design and Development Overlay (DDO), Heritage Overlay (HO), Vegetation 
Protection Overlay (VPO). A table in Appendix F sets out the various overlay controls that 
apply, and also indicates the extent of the existing DDO2.  

DDO2, which covers most of Ranelagh, is a generic overlay for bayside and village design. It 
includes a reference to the heritage values of Ranelagh in its Design Objectives. DDO3 is 
intended to protect the environmental values of coastal landscapes – specifically instability, 
erosion and fire - and has been applied only to Ranelagh houses which directly address the 
foreshore. It also includes a reference to the heritage values of Ranelagh in its Design 
Objectives. 

Design & Development Overlay and Vegetation Protection Overlay 
The two DDOs and the VPO that apply to Ranelagh include quite comprehensive controls 
over new development and tree removal and provide an appropriate level of control over most 
aspects of residential development in Ranelagh. However the following issues have been 
identified as needing attention if the Garden City planning principles evident in the Estate are 
to be protected. (This is a separate consideration to the protection of areas of heritage value 
based on clusters of significant heritage properties – refer Section 4.7.2). 

• The specific setback provision in DDO2 for sites adjoining land zoned PPRZ or PCRZ is 
apparently designed to protect the amenity of public open space. However, this would not 
apply to many of the internal reserves within Ranelagh as they are zoned either PUZ6 or 
SUZ2 as noted above. 

• DDO2 strongly discourages more than one dwelling on a lot, but allows for consideration 
of two dwellings and subdivision of on lots of more than 1,300 sq. m. DDO3 prohibits 
subdivision into lots of less than 1,500 sq. m. 

• Both DDOs include a permit exemption for subdivision involving a realignment of 
boundaries that does not create an additional lot. 

Another issue is that there is no DDO control over the form, siting and scale of new 
development in the commercial areas of Ranelagh, which forms part of the Mt Eliza Village 
shopping centre. 

On this basis, it is concluded that consideration should be given to the amending the existing 
DDO controls as follows: 

• DDO3 should be extended to apply to the historically significant and sensitive parts of the 
estate including all the houses in Rannoch Avenue, Ravenscourt Crescent, Rendlesham 
Avenue, Rosserdale Crescent as well as the houses on the corners of Roehampton Crescent, 
Rutland Avenue, Wimbledon Avenue and Wimborne Avenue where they intersect with 
those streets shown in Figure 5.1. Consideration should also be given to the following 
changes to DDO3: 
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- Addition of a ‘General requirement’ in relation to maximum site coverage (to 
be specified after further investigation). 

- �e building height exemptions are deleted with the exception of the 
exemptions in relation to the DPO, and a ‘lawfully existing building’ 

- Review of the subdivision permit exemption in relation to boundary re-
alignments and/or the introduction of additional decision guidelines to prevent 
realignments, which may compromise the historic subdivision pattern. 

- Addition of a specific decision guideline requiring this CMP to be considered.  
• In DDO2 the third dot point under ‘General requirements’ in relation to setbacks from 

reserves is amended to ensure that it includes reference to the existing zoning (or new 
zoning in accordance with the above recommendations) of all the internal reserves in 
Ranelagh. 

• In DDO2 in section 3.0 Subdivision, the first dot point under ‘Any of the following 
requirements are met’ should be amended to include a statement that this does not apply to 
the streets in the Ranelagh Estate (they should be specifically listed). Alternatively, if it is 
considered appropriate to retain some provision for these matters then specific guidelines 
should be included for Ranelagh to ensure that such changes do not compromise the 
historic subdivision pattern. 

Design Guidelines 
Consideration should also be given to the preparation of Design Guidelines for 
new development in Ranelagh, to be attached as a reference document to DDOs. �ese would 
provide owners and developers with clear and useful guidance as to preferred development and 
landscaping models which support the Garden City planning principles of Ranelagh. 

Heritage Overlay 
�e review/preparation of DDO controls should also be considered in conjunction with the 
potential application of new HO controls to the places and precincts of potential local 
significance identified in section 4.7. It may be that the application of the HO will provide 
sufficient control over new development for individual places and the two precincts identified 
in the northern part of Ranelagh. However, they may still be a need to review the DDO as it 
applies to the properties outside of the HO in the northern parts of Ranelagh to ensure that 
development adjacent to HO places does not impact upon them. 

5.5.5   Heritage guidelines 
Mornington Peninsula Shire currently has no guidelines for appropriate forms of development 
and subdivision in heritage areas. However, the Heritage Council has prepared �e Heritage 
Overlay. Guidelines for Assessing Planning Permit Applications. Public Draft February 2007. It 
includes guidelines for demolition, new development, removal and relocation, landscapes 
gardens and trees, fences, signs, change of use, and civic areas utilities and services. 

�e Heritage Council guidelines may be used in the interim and consideration should be given 
to develop appropriate guidelines to complement those guidelines having regard to the 
particular heritage characteristics of Ranelagh. �e guidelines should include appropriate 
standards for:  

• house size 

• landscaped area ratio;  

• range, diversity and scale of vegetation;  

Consideration should also be given to to the preparation of a new DDO control for the
commercial area to define appropriate building heights, materials and setbacks.
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• building envelope; and  

• preferred external surface treatments.  

�ere are existing models for other garden suburb conservation areas that might be drawn 
upon, for example, the Glenard and Mt Eagle Estates in the City of Banyule, Victoria and the 
Griffin Reserves of Castlecrag, Willoughby City Council in New South Wales. �e 
conservation guidelines for the garden city heritage precincts of the ACT, such as Ainslie, Reid, 
Braddon and Red Hill Heritage Precincts, are also relevant. 

�e guidelines could take the form of a conservation policy and permit exemptions policy 
suitable for inclusion as an incorporated document in the Mornington Peninsula Planning 
Scheme. �is is a separate issue to Design  Guidelines for new development, which are 
recommended for the DDO areas (refer previous Section). 

5.6 Management of the public realm 
As noted in section 1.3 the brief identified the management of street trees, verges, and 
landscaped islands, particularly key avenue plantings as a key issue and noted that management 
is well-intended but uncoordinated and conducted without understanding the values of the 
place. A related issue was the ownership and management of internal reserves and their 
conservation and interpretation. �e management of  reserves was also identified as a key issue 
by RAG and through the community workshops.  

�is section discusses the existing management responsibility for the public realm areas of 
Ranelagh and some of the key management issues arising from this. 

• front and rear set backs;  

• fence styles; side,  



RANELAGH ESTATE CMP Proposed Residential DDO Boundary

Figure 5.1
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5.6.1   Management responsibility 
Initially the reserves and other public open spaces were owned and managed by the Ranelagh 
Club. Over time the Ranelagh Club has either sold or sought to divest management of the 
some of the reserves to Council and/or abutting land owners. The current management 
arrangement for all reserves (as opposed to traffic islands other than the J.T. Smith Reserve) is 
shown in Table 5.4, using the groupings suggested in the issues paper by the RAG. In 
summary: 

• The road reserves and traffic islands, Lot G and Lot F, the Earimil Creek lots (but 
excluding the Earimil Creek part of Lot B) are owned and managed by Council. The verges 
and the trees on either side of the roads are managed for Council by contractors. Council is 
responsible for the management of the roads. Residents surrounding the J.T. Smith reserve 
undertake regular maintenance with the Council’s contractor. 

• Lots A and D are owned by adjoining residents. In 1996, a 9-lot subdivision was created on 
Lot A, and each lot purchased from the Ranelagh Club by each adjoining owner, 
transferring maintenance responsibility to each individual owner. The Section 173 
agreement requires each owner to maintain their section of Lot A, including planting 
appropriate vegetation that enhances the coastline. In 1998, the ownership of Lot D was 
transferred to a consortium of residents who surround the area (Lot D Preservation Group), 
with an easement put over the title to prevent development on the reserve. 

• The Ranelagh Club retain ownership of Lot B, Lot M and Lot E - although are currently in 
negotiations with adjoining owners of Lot E about reaching a similar arrangement 
established for Lot D. Incursions by adjoining residents into parts of Lot B raise the issue 
for an undesirable break-up of this area along the lines of Lot A. 

The various management arrangements for the reserves raise the following issues: 

• The appropriateness of the Ranelagh Club continuing to have management responsibility 
for publicly accessible open space. 

• What is the appropriate arrangement for ownership/management of reserves to ensure that 
future use, management and development will conserve and enhance heritage values. 

The preferred management arrangements are those that provide for the strongest involvement 
of local residents, either the Lot D model (Lot D Preservation Group), or a co-operative 
management arrangement similar to the J.T. Smith Reserve (owned by Council but active 
involvement of local residents in day-to-day management). 

For example, as noted in Table 5.4 it is understood that the residents abutting Lot E may 
prefer a similar arrangement as for Lot D. As previously noted, the ownership/management 
arrangements also have implications for the appropriate form of land use zoning and so the two 
issues must be considered together (See section 5.5.3).  

Table 5.4 – Management and ownership of Ranelagh reserves 

Type Lot name Owned/managed by 

Internal reserves  Lot D Lot D Preservation Group 

 Lot E Council/residentsa (Ranelagh Club 
seeking to divest itself of Lot E136) 

 Lot M Ranelagh Club. (Ranelagh Club 
seeking to divest itself of Lot M137) 

                                                      

136 Heritage Victoria (March 2004) nomination report for Ranelagh Estate Mount Eliza 
137 Heritage Victoria (March 2004) 
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Type Lot name Owned/managed by 

 Historically, Lot N (now 119 
Wimbledon Av). Lot N is not 
included in this study because it 
is now privately owned. 

Private  

Foreshore reserves Lot A 9 lot subdivision, land consolidated 
with 9 abutting titles (49-63 
Rosserdale Cr) 

 Lot B (part) Ranelagh Club 

Recreation reserves Lot F, Howard Parker Reserve Council 

 Lot G, John Butler Reserve Council 

Bushland reserves, Earimil 
Creek reserves  

Lot C Councilb 

 Lot H Councilb 

 Lot J Councilb 

 Lot K Councilb 

 Lot L Councilb 

 Lot B (part) Ranelagh Club (Ranelagh Club 
seeking to divest itself of the 
Earimil Creek part of Lot B138) 

 J.T. Smith Reserve (traffic 
island) 

Council/residents with Council’s 
contractor 

a Residents would like a Lot D arrangement?  
b Some residents and Friends of the Earimil Creek group are actively working with Council to 
conserve these lots. 

 

This CMP recommends that the Shire enter into negotiations with the Ranelagh Club 
regarding the future of Lot B (Earimil Creek section), Lot M and Lot E so as to facilitate new 
and more appropriate management arrangements in these areas, which may include either 
resumption of management responsibilities by the Shire, or by local residents on the Lot D 
model. 

5.6.2   Management issues 
The key issues in relation to management of vegetation and landscape character to a certain 
extent vary according to whether the reserve is managed by council or residents, although some 
issues are common to both. 

Council in its role as land manager must balance the conservation of significant values of 
Ranelagh with its statutory and regulatory obligations such as public safety and powerline 
clearance. However, it is also evident that Council’s ability to effectively manage the cultural 
landscape at Ranelagh is constrained by limited database  accessibility and a lack of 
coordination between departments with different areas of responsibility. 

The main concerns of residents in relation to vegetation are: achieving a more manageable 
regimes; clear guidelines for management; recommendations on what to plant, and what not to 
plant; resources for managing vegetation; fire security; management. 

                                                      

138 Heritage Victoria (March 2004)  
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The following comments discuss some of the key management issues. Specific issues for each 
reserve are also identified in the Inventories provided in Appendix C. 

Council issues 
The Shire’s Parks and Roadsides department is responsible for managing the trees within 
public land (parks, streets, etc) of the Mornington Peninsula Shire, including Ranelagh Estate. 
Their priority for managing these trees is risk based - however, in addition to managing the 
health and safety of trees, significance (other than threat related) is also recognised (with some 
limitations, discussed below). 

Reference data on each tree is stored in the Parks and Roadsides’ database ‘Arborplan’. This 
database is accessible to the Parks and Roadsides department. It is not readily accessible to the 
Mornington Peninsula Shire Planning Department or Council’s heritage advisor. 

The information stored in the Arborplan database in not reflected in the Mornington 
Peninsula Shire Planning Department’s own, more readily accessible, Asset Management 
database - MERIT. The two database systems are apparently potentially compatible, but a 
program to integrate the two has not yet been resolved or implemented. 

There is one field within the database that stores information about non-threat/risk related 
significance, with particular trees included for a number of reasons: remnant, National Trust; 
size and age, landscape feature, etc. The National Trust field is used to refer to general heritage 
significance. There are no drop-down options within the significance field that reflect actual 
statutory heritage listing of trees (i.e. local Heritage Overlay, Tree Controls in the local 
Planning Scheme, VHR, NHL). 

Another issue that has been observed as affecting the historic trees within Ranelagh is pruning 
required for overhead powerline clearance. The effects of this requirement were observed on 
the Tuart trees in Rosserdale Crescent (the form of which have been severely compromised), 
and the Cypresses along the west side of Wimbledon Avenue. The canopies (west side) of these 
trees have been pruned heavily, resulting in the majority of the trees’ weight over the road.  

Another issue raised by the Parks and Roadsides department was the planning approval process 
for driveway access. Currently, permits for driveway cross-overs are approved by the planning 
department, before an assessment of the proposal’s impacts on significant trees in the vicinity is 
undertaken by Council’s arborist. The impact on the trees (in particular roots) needs to be 
assessed and approved by an arborist prior planning approval being granted. 

Erosion, pollution and access 
In the reserves below escarpments, such as parts of Lot B and some sections of the Earimil 
Creek lots, erosion and difficulties of access for stabilisation and conservation works have 
impacted upon the quality of indigenous vegetation communities. Garden plant escapes and 
other impacts of nearby settlement (rubbish, increased run-off and nutrients, introduced fauna) 
has affected the composition and natural processes of indigenous vegetation communities, and 
therefore their ability to regenerate without intervention and regular care.  

While impacts of run-off and nutrient levels are difficult to manage and eliminate in the long-
term, the impacts of garden plan escapes and garden rubbish could be managed through 
community education and regular maintenance. Particularly challenging areas, because of 
access or the extent of degradation may require assistance from Council services—in garden 
waste removal or assisted regeneration in particularly steep areas.   

Weedy areas 
Some introduced vegetation has begun to predominate in areas of natural bushland, to the 
point of becoming weeds - Ivy, Pittosporum, Radiata Pine, Agapanthus, Nasturtium, etc. 
While the mature Radiata Pine in some reserves has been identified as significant, those which 
have self sown in reserves where a natural landscape character predominates (such as the 
Earimil Creek lots) should be removed. Other species may be appropriate within private 
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gardens, where they can be monitored and managed, but inappropriate within public domain, 
especially in areas adjacent to bushland. 

Rubbish dumping 
Some reserves had piles of garden waste, most of which appeared to come from nearby gardens 
or from the reserve itself. No hard rubbish was observed. Some assistance in removing large 
quantities of cleared overgrown, dead or fallen vegetation and weeds may be required for the 
community, and help discourage the disposal of unwanted garden waste in reserves.  

Planting guidelines 
It would be desirable to prepare clear guidelines to encourage a more consistent approach to 
the management on reserves. These should include recommendations on what to plant, and 
what not to plant, and address resources for managing vegetation. The City of Banyule 
Neighbourhood Character Strategy for Garden Suburb Precinct GS7: Character Statement 
provides a good model.  

Fire Management 

This is an issue of particular concern in the Earimil Creek environment, parts of which have 
heavily vegetated, steep slopes in proximity of residences, with limited physical access. While 
there are no records of the reserve having been impacted by a major bushfire in recent times, a 
number of small fires have been lit over the years as a result of either accidental ignition or 
arson. Fire prevention measures have focussed on forming fuel breaks behind residential 
properties that abut the reserve. These breaks vary in width and extent, being very much 
dependent on the width and topography available to establish them. Generally speaking, the 
houses at highest risk from fire are located on the steeper sections on the opposite side of 
Earimil Creek from Ranelagh. On the Ranelagh side, access for fire fighting crews is an issue in 
places where the distances between access points is excessive. This has led to calls for clearing of 
access points into reserves which are currently blocked, for example into Lot L. The Shire is 
currently developing a Fire Management Plan for Earimil Creek. 

Private intrusions into reserves 

A number of reserves have actual or potential intrusions of private uses into the reserve area. 
These situations include access points being taken over by private gardens (Lots L, D) and 
extensions of rear gardens into reserves (cliff top section of Lot B, southern end of Lot D). In 
severe cases these actions deny public access into parts of reserves. There is at least one case 
(second access point to Lot D) where a part of a reserve is no longer public land. However in 
most cases public rights are believed to remain over these intruded areas. It is recommended 
the Shire take steps to assert public access rights over these areas and ensure that reserve 
boundaries are respected. In the case of the former Lot A, failure to do so led to a break-up of 
the reserve into separate ownerships, with resultant loss of public access. This situation in the 
reserves within the Ranelagh estate should be avoided, and potential for renegotiating the 
reinstatement of public access to Lot A in the future, should be explored. 

Specific issue for Lot N 
Lot N, now 119 Wimbledon Avenue, is privately owned and no longer forms part of the 
Estate’s open space system. However, there is a South East Water easement coincident with the 
northwest property boundary of the former Lot N. This section of easement provides a 
pedestrian link between Wimbledon Avenue and Wimborne Avenue. It is also part of a larger 
pedestrian network, which links Lot G (John Butler Reserve) and the Mount Eliza shops 
through to the Jessie White Reserve and Earimil Creek.  

Currently, the section of the easement that runs through No. 119 Wimbledon Avenue is not 
clearly expressed on the ground, and distinction between what is publicly accessible and what is 
private property ambiguous. This needs to be clarified. A submission from the Council, 
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supported by South East Water, to create an appropriate boundary delineation, has been sent 
to the owner of 119 Wimbledon Avenue.139 

5.7 Condition and threats 
A detailed assessment of the condition of all of the various elements of the estate was not 
undertaken within this project. However, the condition of vegetation and reserves, and specific 
threats such as weed infestation has been noted in the Inventories for each reserve provided in 
Appendix C.  

5.8 Logistics and resources for effective management 
The management of Ranelagh raises logistical and resource issues including: 

• Coordination within MPSC across departments and with external contractors 

• Liaison with Heritage Victoria over state-listed areas and values  

• Availability of resources, human and financial, to undertake existing statutory obligations 
and to implement the recommendations of this CMP; and 

• Availability of resources for on-going conservation actions such as maintenance of trees and 
long-term tree replacement strategies 

• Ongoing access to specialist heritage advice 

                                                      

139 RAG Issues Paper, February 2007. 
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CHAPTER 6   VISION 
The project brief sets out the key objectives for the CMP as follows: 

• The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC), local community and land managers 
will respect the heritage values of the Ranelagh Estate;  

• The importance of the Ranelagh Estate, both as a distinctive local landscape and a 
significant heritage place, will be conserved, enhanced, promoted and understood – both 
locally and at State level; 

• The MPSC, local residents and land managers will manage the values of the Ranelagh 
Estate in a co-ordinated manner and in accordance the values of the place and heritage best-
practice; 

• Impacts from new development and subdivision will be avoided or minimised; and  

• Opportunities for interpretation and presentation will be identified. 

An important task of the CMP project has been to work with the community and stakeholder 
groups to see if a long term vision could be developed for the future management of the 
Ranelagh Estate. This was an important task at the community workshops held 27 & 28 April 
2008 (See Appendix B). The following summary has been developed from the views of the 
participants at the two workshops: 

The Ranelagh Estate is a place where: 

The Griffin’s  vision is respected and conserved in the Estate plan 

• The integrity of the Griffin/Tuxen plan will be maintained and enhanced  

• The Griffin/Tuxen layout is readily apparent, with no further block subdivision or 
boundary realignments 

• The heritage values of the Estate are actively promoted 

• The MPSC supports residents in caring for all aspects of the Estate 

The natural park-like environment is conserved and  enhanced 

• Vegetation is the most noticeable feature 

• There is enough room left for gardens and trees among the new houses 

• Lots of native vegetation exists in reserves and private gardens, with bird-attracting native 
trees and shrubs 

• The distinctive garden-suburb character is evident and appreciated by residents and visitors 

• The original Griffin/Tuxen design concept is enhanced by see-through fences and hedges, 
with no street-front garages, and generous building setbacks to all boundaries 

• An acceptable level of change is allowed by heritage guidelines 

• Sea views, and privacy are retained 

• The foreshore has been improved with revegetation of local native species 

The Reserves are well looked after and used 

• All reserves are well maintained, free of weeds and hazards 

• The reserves are managed cooperatively between residents and MPSC 
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• They provide places for peaceful and quiet relaxation 

• Children can play safely 

• There is safe pedestrian access to all parts of the Estate 

• Linked walkways connect the reserves, house, shops and beach 

• The beach is protected for swimming, paddleboards, snorkels, non-motor sports 

Mount Eliza shops are a social meeting place 

• Mount Eliza shops remain low key, keeping the village feel we love 

• Residential areas are peaceful and safe, with no commercial intrusion 

• Use of rainwater tanks and solar power is encouraged 

• Cars are subservient to people and trees 

All the people who live on the estate care about the estate  

• New residents, new strategies for involving them in the estate’s values 

• Opportunities are there to be actively involved with a unique place and community 

• There is greater awareness and education of new residents, MPSC staff and Councillors 

• Signage and facilities have been provided for the enjoyment and appreciation of the special 
qualities and attributes of the Estate 
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CHAPTER 7   POLICY 

7.1 Introduction 
The Conservation Policy Guidelines to the Burra Charter clarify the purpose and content of a 
conservation policy: 

The purpose of the conservation policy is to state how the conservation of the place may best be 
achieved both in the long and short term. It will be specific to that place. (Article 2.1) 

In terms of content, a conservation policy is expected to address, as a minimum: the fabric and 
setting, use, associations and meanings, interpretation, and management of a site; control of 
impacts on values, and constraints on investigation at the site; the future development of the 
site; and the adoption and ongoing review of the policy itself.  

These policies are particularly intended to guide and advise the actions of land owners and 
managers within Ranelagh, including Mornington Peninsula Shire, the Ranelagh Club, Lot D 
and other resident management groups, and Statutory authorities. 

7.2 Policy structure 
Conservation policies for the Ranelagh Estate cover 9 broad groupings as follows: 

• Subdivision pattern and estate layout (Section 7.3) 

• Reserves, pathways and easements (Section 7.4) 

• Vegetation and landscape character (Section 7.5) 

• Roads, road verges and traffic islands (Section 7.6) 

• Estate entrance and commercial centre (Section 7.7) 

• Houses and their setting (Section 7.8) 

• Views (Section 7.9) 

• Consultation and participation (Section 7.10) 

• Presentation and interpretation (Section 7.11) 

Each policy contains: 

• Objectives – outlining the desired end point that is informing policy direction. 

• Rationale – explains the reasons why a particular policy direction has been taken. 

• Policy – the policy is contained within a succinct set of statements which together form the 
requirements for conserving the significance of the Ranelagh Estate as established in Section 
4.6.  

7.3 Subdivision pattern and estate layout 
This section provides policy objectives, rationale and policy for the subdivision pattern and 
layout. It incorporates comments in relation to its form and layout, but not in relation to 
management and ownership (Section 7.4) and vegetation (7.6). 

7.3.1  Objectives 
To protect and conserve the subdivision pattern and layout of Ranelagh Estate. 
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To protect and conserve individual features of the subdivision pattern and estate layout which 
express the garden suburb principles and values that informed the estate’s design. 

To protect and conserve individual features of the subdivision pattern and estate layout, which 
express the Griffin’s conservation ethos. 

To protect and conserve what the community values about Ranelagh Estate. 

7.3.2   Rationale 
The subdivision pattern and estate layout of Ranelagh remains substantially intact, reflecting 
the design and garden suburb planning of Walter Burley Griffin with Marion Mahony Griffin 
and Saxil Tuxen. Ranelagh is an important example of garden suburb planning in Victoria, and 
played an important role in the development of town planning in the State. As a substantially 
intact example of garden suburb planning, within the context of other Griffin and Tuxen 
designed estates in Victoria, Ranelagh is relatively rare. The subdivision and estate layout 
provide evidence of these aspects of the place’s significance. Important features of the 
subdivision pattern and estate layout include the subdivision pattern itself and its 
complementary relationship to the topography.  

These values of Ranelagh are under threat from inappropriate subdivision and other forms of 
development that when considered in isolation may seem to have little impact, but that 
incrementally will undermine the integrity and significance of the estate design.  

7.3.3   Policy for subdivision pattern and estate layout 
It is policy to: 

• Avoid further subdivision of lots or realignment of lot boundaries, including boundaries of 
private, public and commercial allotments.  

• Strongly discourage development of more than one dwelling on a lot. 

• Conserve and maintain curvilinear street pattern and rounded street corners. (Refer also to 
policy on Roads, road verges and traffic islands, Section 7.6). 

• Conserve the original hierarchy of road reserves, with Wimbledon Avenue the widest at 100 
feet (33 metres), and the remainder at 50 feet (16.5 metres). (Refer also to policy on Roads, 
road verges and traffic islands, Section 7.6). 

• Discourage development that would alter or impact upon the natural site contours and 
drainage patterns.  

• Discourage development that would impact upon coastal landform due to erosion. 

7.4 Reserves, pathways and easements  
This section provides objectives, rationale and policy for reserves, pathways and easements. It 
includes all policies in relation to the form and layout, and management and ownership of 
reserves, except in relation to vegetation, which is considered separately (section 7.5). 

7.4.1   Objectives 
To protect and conserve the original intent of the Ranelagh plan, based on Garden City and 
Griffin design principles, that all reserves would be publicly accessible and provide links to 
recreational, social and commercial facilities throughout the estate. 

To protect and conserve the natural park-like atmosphere of the estate. 

To restore or reconstruct elements of the original system of pathways and reserves that have 
been lost or modified, having regard to the privacy and security of adjoining residents. 

To ensure safe pedestrian movement including for prams and disabled access 
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7.4.2   Rationale 
The public open space system at Ranelagh was an integral part of the estate plan and was 
intended to provide places for social interaction, appreciation of the natural environment, 
landscape appreciation, recreation, publicly accessible pathways, and designed to promote 
strong communities with a strong sense of social cohesion. A further important aspect of the 
open space system was for it to be an extension of private gardens. 

The Griffins’ intent and philosophy for pathways through their estates was to ensure 
pedestrians could move freely through the estate via the reserves and interconnecting footways 
along road verges, through traffic islands and via easements, away from the hazards of the 
motor car. Over time, both car ownership and speed have increased within the Ranelagh 
Estate, reflecting broader changes elsewhere. As well, a number of gardens have slowly 
encroached onto the road verges, making continuous access along some streets impossible and 
forcing pedestrians onto the road.  

Initially the reserves and other public open spaces were owned and managed by the Ranelagh 
Club. Over time the Ranelagh Club has either sold or sought to divest management of the 
some of the reserves to Council and/or abutting land owners and the reserves are now owned 
or managed by either Council, the Ranelagh Club, or abutting landowners. 

This has led to an uncoordinated approach to the management of the reserves, which in some 
cases has impacted upon significance of some reserves due to misguided, poor or inappropriate 
maintenance or inappropriate development. It is essential that future management is carried 
out in a consistent fashion that reflects the heritage values of Ranelagh. 

7.4.3  Policy for reserves, pathways and easements 
It is policy to: 

• Conserve and maintain all public open space in accordance with the original objectives of 
the design plan.  

• Allow uses to continue to evolve consistent with community needs and aspirations. 

• Consult with residents abutting reserves when considering changes to reserve uses, access 
and management. 

• Ensure that the surviving public reserves remain publicly accessible. Subdivision for private 
use is not appropriate.  

• Conserve and maintain access to all of the internal reserves, including progressively opening 
up blocked pathways and removing obstacles to pedestrian access, respecting the needs of 
nearby residents for privacy and security, public safety issues and protection of the 
environment. 

• Restore features of the open space system that have been lost or obscured or function has 
become less obvious, including parts of the walkway system along the road verges that have 
become impassable due to encroaching private gardens and plantings.  

• Maintain safe access along roadside verges, including level access for prams and disabled 
along major routes such as Wimbledon Avenue. 

• Maintain adequate firebreaks at the interface between bushland reserves and residential 
properties. 

• Discourage built footpaths, except near shops, otherwise maintain natural walkways (not 
concrete) on verges. 
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• Continue community involvement in the management of the public open space system and 
recreational spaces. Council ownership and/or the model adopted for Lot D would be 
appropriate and preferred models. 

• Ensure development does not intrude upon appreciation and use of public areas. 

• Discourage solid fences or other structures that would create a solid visual barrier along the 
common boundaries between houses and internal reserves 

• Improve awareness of the historic importance of the open space system including its 
purpose, role in the estate, landscape character and indigenous vegetation. 

7.5 Vegetation and landscape character 
This section provides objectives, rationale and policy for vegetation and landscape character 
throughout Ranelagh. It should be considered in association with specific policies for each 
reserve (see Inventories in Appendix C) and traffic islands (section 7.6). 

7.5.1   Objectives 
To conserve, maintain and foster the indigenous vegetation within the Ranelagh Estate. 

To retain the mature landscape and tree covered appearance of Ranelagh Estate. 

To conserve the layers of history within the Ranelagh Estate expressed by mature introduced 
plantings from the pastoral phase of settlement. 

To decrease weed infested areas and minimise future weed problems. 

To support the community in caring for vegetation within Ranelagh Estate. 

To improve management of significant plantings within Ranelagh Estate. 

7.5.2   Rationale 
The natural environment played in integral role in the Griffins’ - and garden suburb - ideals for 
the creation of a model community and the Griffins’ conservation ethos. The plan for 
Ranelagh, like all of the subdivisions where the Griffins were involved, was a specific response 
to the natural environment. As well as responding to the natural environment, Ranelagh’s 
designers worked to preserve the natural environment. Part of their conservation ethos was to 
retain areas of indigenous vegetation within the estate. Added to this layer has been successive 
layers of landscape modification that reflect the settlement and development of Ranelagh to the 
present. To this end, the natural and cultural landscape setting continues to have bearing on 
the visual and environmental qualities and social values of the estate today.  

The landscape character of the reserves is noted on the individual inventory forms (Appendix 
B), as well as policy to protect them. Where the current user amenity values and landscape 
character are compatible with the concepts of the Griffin conservation ethos no major change is 
proposed. 

 

 

7.5.3   Policy for vegetation and landscape character 
It is policy to: 

• Conserve and maintain significant and mature trees. Significant or mature trees that need to 
be removed when dead, dying or dangerous, should be replaced ‘like with like’ – i.e. with 
the same species. Introduced natives and exotics may be removed only where they are to be 
replaced by indigenous species, and only where they do not reflect important layers of the 
estate’s history. 
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• Conserve and maintain significant avenue plantings in accordance with policy 7.6.3 

• Encourage the restoration of indigenous vegetation depending on the location within the 
estate as follows: 

- Gully Woodland vegetation type - confined to Earimil Creek and lower slopes;  

- Grassy Woodland vegetation type - upper slopes of Earimil Creek; or  

- Dry schlerophyll open forest vegetation - mid slopes of the Ranelagh Estate  

• For indigenous and remnant vegetation, support and apply regeneration management 
techniques established for the Earimil Creek Bushland Reserves and other bushland 
management practices for indigenous vegetation applied in the Shire. 

• In areas of natural bushland, retain existing bushland, and regenerate weedy areas. Apply 
bushland management techniques to reduce weeds and foster more indigenous plant 
communities. For those areas with more substantial weed infestation, a specific action plan 
for weed removal and bush regeneration should be prepared before undertaking works.  

• Retain grassed areas and encourage the use of indigenous grasses (for example, Wallaby 
Grass) and the use of more indigenous vegetation (ground cover, low shrubs) for 
understorey planting and to soften edges and screen built elements, fences, in particular 
where grassed areas abut fences. 

• Provide assistance to the community in removing large quantities of cleared overgrown, 
dead or fallen vegetation and weeds from reserves and areas, and in regeneration of 
indigenous vegetation, particularly where access is difficult. 

• Facilitate and encourage the formation of ‘friends’ groups’. 

• Promote the history and significance of the estate, including the significance of maintaining 
overall natural bushland character of the estate. 

• Encourage reserves and public areas adjacent to private property (that are gardened) to 
achieve a more natural appearance by planting native vegetation, providing stock from 
indigenous plants or by assisted revegetation.  

• Encourage the use of planting to define pathways along road verges and through reserves.  

• Support and encourage the removal of weeds and introduced species identified as pest 
plants by MPSC and the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994, except for identified 
significant trees. 

 

7.6 Roads, road verges and traffic islands 
This section provides objectives, rationale and policy for roads, road verges and traffic islands 
throughout Ranelagh. It should be considered in association with the specific policies for the 
J.T. Smith reserve (see Inventory in Appendix C) and broad policies in relation to vegetation 
(section 7.5). 

7.6.1   Objectives 
To retain and enhance the garden suburb principles apparent in the distinctive curvilinear 
roads, the hierarchy of roads, the generous verges on both sides, and the traffic islands.  

To ensure all significant vegetation in the public domain is protected and maintained. 
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To ensure other key factors such as powerlines, fire safety, traffic management, do not intrude 
upon the Griffins conservation ethos and garden suburb principles, the overall landscape 
character of the Ranelagh Estate, and the appreciation and use of public areas.  

7.6.2   Rationale 
The curved roads and the generous vegetated verges and traffic islands formed a key part of the 
Griffin-designed public open space, and make a significant contribution to the distinctive 
garden suburb character of Ranelagh Estate as a whole and continuation of a park-like 
atmosphere and throughout. The verges and traffic islands also provide a setting for privately 
owned property, form important garden elements in their own right, and reflect the Griffins’ 
philosophy of social interaction and visual and spatial interplay of public and private space. A 
key part of their significance also relates to their intended purpose, both allowing the retention 
of the natural landform and indigenous vegetation and in some cases remnant vegetation (parts 
of the J.T. Smith Reserve, for example), and allowing sufficient space for large mature trees 
(both indigenous and exotic).  

The sealing of roads in the 1970s, which included the construction of kerb and channel and 
the formalisation of intersections has altered the landscape character of the estate, making it 
appear less natural and more urban. It is important therefore to ensure that the future 
management of the road reserves conserves and maintains the significant character in 
accordance with the original design philosophy. The need to meet current standards of safety 
and access needs to be carefully balanced with conservation objectives. 

7.6.3  Policy for roads, road verges and traffic islands 
It is policy to: 

Roads 

• Conserve and maintain the curvilinear roads and their existing layout. Retain rounded 
corners and generous verges on corners and both sides of the roads. Specifically: 

- Wimbledon Avenue should be maintained at 100 metres wide, including the 
wide verges on both sides of the road.  

- All other road reserves within the Ranelagh Estate should be retained 
consistently at a 50 metre width, with a minimum verge width sufficient to 
plant large trees and accommodate pedestrian access. 

• Ensure that traffic management measures are coordinated throughout the estate and are 
designed to enhance its cultural heritage significance.  

• Ensure that traffic management measures do not become a dominant visual element and 
will not diminish or disrupt the  landscape character, continuous park-like atmosphere, 
resident amenity and pedestrian safety. 

Verges 

• Retain adequate space in road verges for use as public footways. 

• Retain and develop unmade footpaths in accordance with policy 7.4.3 

• Encourage the use of planting to improve privacy and amenity for private property 
owners/residents, for pedestrians, and to define pathways along the verges.  

• Where planting is needed, favour the use of indigenous vegetation consistent with dry 
schlerophyll open forest vegetation type of the mid slopes of the Ranelagh Estate (and 
central portion of the Mornington Peninsula).  
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• Ensure verge width and planting schemes include provision for large trees. (This policy does 
not apply to the sections of Wimbledon Avenue, Rosserdale Crescent, Rannoch Crescent, 
Ranelagh Drive (north fork) with important landscape plantings.) 

• Conserve and maintain the significant trees on Wimbledon Avenue, Rosserdale Crescent, 
Rannoch Avenue, and Ranelagh Drive (north fork). Replace dangerous, dead or dying trees 
‘like with like’ – i.e. with the same species. Investigate options for propagating replacement 
stock from existing trees and institute a long-term tree replacement program before trees 
become senescent. 

Traffic islands 

• Conserve and maintain all traffic islands. They should not be removed or reduced in size.  

• Conserve and maintain soft landscaping and mature tree cover reinforcing their 
predominant landscape character of native trees in parkland (with the exception of the J.T. 
Smith Reserve, the Wimbledon, Rutland, Redbourne and Rugby traffic island, and the 
Rannoch Avenue traffic island – see below).  

• Where planting is needed, favour the use of indigenous vegetation consistent with dry 
schlerophyll open forest vegetation type of the mid slopes of the Ranelagh Estate (and 
central portion of the Mornington Peninsula).  

• Consider gradual replacement of introduced grasses with indigenous grasses. 

Natural elements of landscape 

• Conserve and protect remnant vegetation on road reserves and traffic islands. 

• For the J.T. Smith Reserve and the Wimbledon, Rutland, Redbourne and Rugby traffic 
islands: 

- regenerate around existing indigenous vegetation 

- where planting is needed, encourage the use of indigenous vegetation 
consistent with dry schlerophyll open forest vegetation type of the mid slopes 
of the Ranelagh Estate (and central portion of the Mornington Peninsula).  

• For the Rannoch Avenue traffic island: 

- conserve and maintain the mature Monterey Pines (Cupressus macrocarpa) and 
Golden Cypress  

- remove dangerous and dying trees or limbs  

- for plantings that have been removed, replant with the same species 

- investigate options for propagating replacement stock from the existing trees. 

• For the stand of Tuarts in the Rosserdale Crescent triangle: 

- conserve and maintain the mature Tuart trees  

- remove dangerous and dying trees or limbs  

- for plantings that have been removed, replant with the same species 

- investigate options for propagating replacement stock from the existing trees. 

Weeds 

• Remove weeds and introduced species identified as pest plants by MPSC and as noxious 
weeds in the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994. 
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7.7 Estate entrance and commercial centre 
�is section provides objectives, rationale and policy for the estate entrance and commercial 
area. It should be considered in association with the specific policies for the J.T. Smith reserve 
(see Inventory in Appendix C) and policies in relation to vegetation (section 7.5) and roads, 
road verges and traffic islands (section 7.6). 

7.7.1  Objective 
To provide a clear entrance point to the Ranelagh Estate consistent with the concept of a self-
contained community. 

To maintain the separation of residential and commercial areas as set out in the design and 
subdivision plans 

To recognise that the Village Green and shops to either side of Ranelagh Drive are an integral 
part of the design of the estate 

To retain the low-key village character of the Mount Eliza shops located within the Ranelagh 
Estate that is valued by local residents. 

7.7.2   Rationale 
�e Griffin plan provided for the separation of residential and commercial functions, 
consistent with City Beautiful and Garden City planning philosophies of the time. It also 
provided for a distinctive entrance and boundaries to the estate to highlight the self-contained 
community settlement. �e commercial function was provided for by setting aside small 
blocks for the development of shops to service the estate. 

�e commercial centre is a focus of community life in Ranelagh, however, the construction of 
car parking, while essential to support the viability of the centre, has encroached into part of 
the land set aside for open space (John H. Butler and J.T. Smith reserves). It is important to 
retain the character of the commercial centre as the gateway to Ranelagh whilst ensuring that 
the centre does not further intrude into the surrounding residential and open space areas. 

7.7.3   Policy 
It is policy to: 

• Support the viability of Mount Eliza village as a local centre serving the Ranelagh Estate 

• Strongly discourage expansion of commercial area into the adjoining residential zone 

• Strongly discourage the future use of land set aside for open space adjoining the commercial 
area for additional car parking or other uses. 

7.8 Houses and their setting 
�is section provides objectives, rationale and policy for houses and their setting throughout 
Ranelagh. It should be considered in association with the policies in relation to vegetation 
(section 7.5). 

7.8.1   Objectives 
To protect the significance of Ranelagh Estate while recognising that the future requirements 
of individual owners may change. 

To provide certainty to Council and owners about approvals and decision-making processes. 

To minimise the impact of new construction by siting buildings sensitively, integrating the 
built form with the natural topography and vegetation and avoiding overly-dominant forms of 
fences, garages and houses. 
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7.8.2   Rationale 
The design intent for Ranelagh was for a garden suburb estate of detached houses and gardens, 
where houses would be modest and exist in a parklike setting made up of indigenous vegetation 
and planted gardens and streetscapes. Purchasers were encouraged to buy two adjoining blocks 
to provide ample room for gardens and mature trees. The intention was to keep as much of the 
original topography and native vegetation as possible and to add to it by planting street trees 
and gardens, so that the houses nestled in the surrounding vegetation. Today, the distinctive 
estate layout and philosophy has resulted in a unique and valued character where for the most 
part houses remain subordinate to the landscape. 

While this character is valued and protected it is increasingly under threat as a result of 
inappropriate subdivision (including re-alignment of boundaries), and development that is 
inappropriate because of its scale, site coverage and loss of mature vegetation. 

7.8.3   Policy for houses and their setting 
It is policy to: 

• Ensure that houses remain subordinate to the landscape in keeping with Garden City 
design principles. 

• Strongly discourage the development of more than one house on a block. 

• Strongly discourage development or works that would require the removal of mature trees 
or other important cultural landscape elements such as hedges. 

• Encourage new houses to have the same or greater front and side setbacks than the houses 
on adjoining lots. 

• Discourage development that would significantly increase the site coverage of buildings on a 
lot. 

• Ensure that sufficient land is set aside for provision of large trees in the siting and design of 
new buildings. 

7.9 Views 
This section provides objectives, rationale and policy for views. It should be considered in 
association with the policies in relation to vegetation (section 7.5). 

7.9.1   Objectives 
To retain views of the bay from Ranelagh Estate. (Refer to views mapped in section 3.) 

7.9.2   Rationale 
Griffin estates were designed in response to the natural landscape, often with a strong land-
water connection where water was present, such as at the Castlecrag and Haven estates, Sydney 
and Ranelagh Estate. Part of the natural landscape of Ranelagh Estate that the Griffin design 
responded to was its proximity to the bay. Streets were laid out in response to the site contours, 
and house blocks designed to take advantage of views of the bay, at least from the estate’s north 
end. 

The terrain of Ranelagh means some areas of the estate have better views than others (for 
example, those houses in the north of the estate above escarpments or on more elevated terrain, 
limited areas within Lot D). Houses and areas of the public domain, south of Blue Ridge Lane 
(approximately), would have little to no bay views.  

Views of the sea from the public domain are possible from the north-south oriented curving 
streets. In few circumstances, glimpses of the sea through private property are possible, 
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including through Lot B from the Rosserdale Crescent entrance to the Ranelagh Club. While 
the views that remain are now largely confined to narrow view corridors, these provide 
important evidence of the original land-water relationship of the estate to the bay, as intended 
in the original subdivision plan. 

7.9.3   Policy for views 
It is policy to: 

• Conserve views and glimpses of the sea from the public domain, including those through 
private property and the Ranelagh Club.  

• Protect and conserve important view corridors.  

• Retain and recover views of the bay from the public domain – for example, from major 
north-south oriented curving streets, and glimpses through or across private property, while 
recognising and accepting that retention and enhancement of views must balance the need 
to retain significant trees and the dominant vegetation cover of the estate. 

• Strongly discourage the removal or pruning of significant trees to improve views from 
private property. 

7.10 Consultation and participation 
This section provides objectives, rationale and policy for consultation and participation. It 
should be considered in association with the policies in relation to reserves pathways and 
easements (section 7.4), roads, vegetation (section 7.5), and road verges and traffic islands 
(section 7.6). 

7.10.1   Objectives 
To maintain the strong and active community within Ranelagh and involve it in decision-
making about future management of the estate. 

To ensure that MPSC maintains a close working relationship which is ongoing with RRA and 
other residents groups within Ranelagh. 

To encourage new residents to understand the values of Ranelagh and become involved in its 
ongoing management. 

7.10.2   Rationale 
The Ranelagh Estate has a strong and active community shaped by the experience of living at 
Ranelagh and fighting for its protection. The community activism extends back over many 
years of fighting to protect the local environment and natural and cultural values of the estate, 
including the Griffins’ design legacy. A range of local groups, including the Ranelagh 
Residents’ Association has worked actively since its formation in 1952 on a wide range of issues 
from raising money for a local kindergarten to opposing sub division and unit development to 
liaising with Council on management, planning and environmental issues. The maintenance of 
the reserves has been a particularly strong focus, based on the special affection felt by the local 
community for the reserves and connecting pathway system throughout the Ranelagh Estate. 

7.10.3   Policy for consultation and participation 
It is policy to: 

• Support and encourage active participation of new and existing residents in the 
management of the estate, e.g. join a friends group, assist with maintaining a reserve, 
roadside reserves or traffic islands. 
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• Continue to work with RAG and the local community to implement the CMP once it has 
been completed and to update it periodically as needed (major review at 5-8 years). 

• Ensure that the MPSC staff is aware of the need to consult with residents over programs 
and activities affecting the estate and its management. 

• Use Council website and other means to make information about Council activities, e.g. 
vegetation management, readily available to residents. 

7.11 Presentation and interpretation of the estate 
This section provides objectives, rationale and policy for presentation and interpretation of the 
estate. It should be considered in association with the policies in relation to reserves pathways 
and easements (section 7.4), roads, vegetation (section 7.5), road verges and traffic islands 
(section 7.6) and estate entrance and commercial centre (7.7). 

7.11.1   Objectives 
To provide interpretive signage and material such that residents and visitors can understand 
and appreciate the heritage values of the Ranelagh Estate. 

To present the estate as a clear entity by marking its boundaries and entrance so that it is 
evident and readable in the landscape as a Griffin garden suburb estate. 

7.11.2   Rationale 
An understanding of the rich heritage values of Ranelagh will assist in promoting its long-term 
conservation and appreciation. In particular, the significance of Ranelagh as a Griffin/Tuxen 
designed garden suburb estate is important at a state level. Enhanced presentation and 
interpretation will assist residents and visitors to take a pride in the estate and maintain a 
strong social connection to it. 

7.11.3   Policy for presentation and interpretation of the estate 
It is policy to: 

• Develop a distinct identity for Ranelagh based on its natural and cultural heritage 
significance. This should include:  

- Stronger visual presentation of vehicle and pedestrian entry points and estate 
boundaries 

- Distinctive street signs throughout the estate 

- Interpretive signage and markers at key locations, e.g. pathway system, reserves 

- Landscape and urban design elements including signs professionally designed 
specifically for the estate, respecting the Griffin/Tuxen design character 

• Specifically for the primary entry of Ranelagh Drive: 

- Interpret the location of the historical entrance through signage or markers in 
the footpath, interpretive signage 

- Interpret heritage significance of estate as an entity through signage/plan of 
subdivision at key location (Village Green) 

- Signage/map at Village Green to indicate start of self-guided heritage walk, 
proximity of public reserves/pathway system 

- Landscape and urban design to enhance the entry point and visual/physical 
linkages to public pathway system 
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• Specifically for the reserves: 

- Recognise each reserve with signs at each usable entrance and lead in pathways  

- Signs to have low visual impact and be professionally designed specifically for 
the Griffin reserves 

- Signs to include name, date of creation/subdivision, historical 
information/information about significance 

- signs to advise visitors to respect the privacy of residents abutting the reserve. 

- Identify pathways and drainage reserves which are accessible to pedestrians 
with small, unobtrusive standard marker and arrow, e.g. on marker post, or 
nearby fence 

- Sign design and character to be low key, durable, specific to Ranelagh in 
recognition of the Griffin subdivisions, different from most common signs in 
area 

• Specifically for the public pathway system: 

- Council to develop a plan for useable pathways and their maintenance in 
consultation with residents 

- Physical design of pathways will be consistent with relevant policies for 
reserves, pathways and easements, Section 7.4 

- Physical design will utilise local materials consistent with the natural landscape 
e.g., granitic gravel  

- location and design of pathways to minimise impacts upon the privacy and 
security of nearby residents, for example by locating paths away from habitable 
areas, and use of screening plants. 

- Identify pathways which are accessible to pedestrians with small, unobtrusive 
standard marker and arrow, e.g. on marker post, or nearby fence 

- Interpretive signage at key locations will present information about the estate 
and its heritage significance. Sign design and character to be low key, durable, 
specific to Ranelagh in recognition of the Griffin subdivisions, different from 
most common signs in area 

• Discourage buildings, works or other elements such as street furniture that is not consistent 
with this policy. 

• Continuously improve community understanding of the historic values of Ranelagh, as 
follows: 

- Interpretation information about the Griffin/Tuxen estate to be available to 
Council, estate agents, local organisations 

- Work with RAG, RRA to develop these materials 

- Use Council website to publicise the heritage significance of the estate and 
activities available for residents and visitors 

- Develop self-guided heritage walk with brochure, map on Council website, 
signage at key locations (start at Village Green/primary entrance to estate). 

- Incorporate occasional guided walks into MPSC/National Trust heritage 
program 
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- Develop code of practice for heritage walks, so that they do not intrude on 
privacy of residents 

• Develop and expand a database and inventory of historic material associated with the 
development of Ranelagh. 
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CHAPTER 8   IMPLEMENTATION 

8.1 Introduction 
The implementation strategies outlined below are propose to give effect to the policies 
contained in Section 7 and seek to achieve the vision outlined in Section 6. Each 
implementation strategy comprises a strategic direction, a series of actions and priorities, a list 
of policy areas addressed under that strategy and the desired outcome. 

8.2 Implementation strategies 

8.2.1   Recognising and conserving heritage values 
The heritage values of Ranelagh will be recognised and conserved in a way that respects the full 
range of values. 

Actions 
The following actions are recommended to achieve the strategic direction: 

• Develop guidelines for new residential and commercial development and subdivision. The 
guidelines should complement and not simply repeat or copy the provisions of the Heritage 
Overlay guidelines prepared by the Heritage Council. 

• Develop new DDO arrangements for Ranelagh as discussed in section 5.5 

• Investigate the need for a new DDO for the commercial area to control the scale of new 
development, including bulk and height, as discussed in section 5.5 

• Prepare a planning scheme amendment to include the guidelines as a reference document 
and introduce the new DDOs and amend DDO2 (this could be prepared in conjunction 
with the planning scheme amendments discussed in sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.5). 

• Continue to work cooperatively with residents groups to develop education packages for 
new residents, and also make these available to estate agents to set appropriate expectations 
prior to purchase. 

Policies 
This strategy and the actions required to implement it relate to the following policies in 
Section 7. 

• Subdivision pattern and estate layout 

• Management of reserves pathways and easements  

• Views 

• Vegetation 

• Roads, road verges and traffic islands 

• Estate entrance and commercial centre 

• Houses and their setting 

• Consultation and participation 

• Presentation and interpretation 
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Outcome 
The heritage values of Ranelagh will be conserved. Practical tools will be established to assist 
MPSC and local residents and shopkeepers achieve this goal. 

8.2.2   Managing vegetation of internal reserves and the road reserves 
The vegetation and reserves within Ranelagh will be well managed in line with community 
expectations and through co-operative mechanisms involving residents where appropriate. 

Actions 
The following actions are recommended to achieve this strategic direction: 

• Co-ordinate a program of regular appropriate monitoring and maintenance for all 
neighbourhood and the Earimil Creek reserves, designated pathways, water easements and 
the interface between public and private property. Performance targets should include an 
increase in indigenous vegetation in reserves, and decrease in weed infestation and garden 
encroachments. 

• Prepare a planning scheme amendment to implement the zoning changes for the reserves 
and traffic islands as discussed in section 5.5 (this could be prepared in conjunction with 
the planning scheme amendments discussed in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.5).  

- Rezone the John H. Butler reserve and the traffic islands within Ranelagh that 
form part of the original design to PPRZ as discussed in section 5.5. 

- Introduce a new Special Use Zone – Ranelagh Internal Reserves for the 
reserves not in Council ownership as discussed in section 5.5. 

• Update ‘Reason for Significance’ field in Arborplan database to include drop-down options 
that reflect relevant statutory listing and planning controls. Ensure all trees of cultural 
heritage significance within Ranelagh Estate are included, with the relevant statutory 
framework for their protection identified. 

• Resolve the integration or compatibility of Arborplan with the Mornington Peninsula Shire 
Planning Department’s Asset Management database - MERIT.  

• Explore and implement options for developing a comprehensive and readily accessible Asset 
Management database across Council departments. The recommendations for creating such 
a management system outlined in the draft report ‘Proposed Register of Culturally 
[Historic] Significant Plantings’ (February 2008), prepared by Council’s heritage advisor for 
the entire Mornington Peninsula Shire, should be considered in this process.  

• Review and amend permit approvals process for driveway access. Impacts on significant 
trees in the vicinity must be assessed and approved to the satisfaction of Council’s arborist 
prior to issuing a planning permit. The associated costs could be covered by the developer.   

• Investigate options for moving powerlines underground or ‘bunching’ electricity cables 
along streets with important landscape planting (Wimbledon Avenue, Rosserdale Crescent, 
Rannoch Avenue, Ranelagh Drive). 

• Investigate ways of improving linkages through reserves and to the village and beach. 

• Open up blocked Council-owned (Lot L) Griffin pathways. 

• Continue to work cooperatively with adjoining residents to ensure the pathways are kept 
clear of garden waste and obstacles. 

• Continue to work with residents groups to provide education for new residents about the 
values and functioning of the pathway system.  
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• Pursue access over the South East water easement between Wimborne and Wimbledon 
avenues. 

• Investigate opening up of Coastal Foreshore Reserve in front of Lot A to take advantage of 
the sea, beach and coast views. This might include moving the Council fence 4 metres 
forward to the sea at Rosserdale walkway as well as lowering the fence to stop obscuring of 
views. 

• Prepare a guideline for residents on how best to manage vegetation in order to protect the 
significance of Ranelagh. Guidelines should include advice on what to keep, what to 
remove, what to plant, and what not to plant. 

• Inform community members of the impacts of garden plant escapes and the disposing of 
garden rubbish upon natural bushland and reserves. 

• Prepare a landscape management plan for Earimil Creek, particularly to address weed 
management issues 

• Prepare guidelines for preferred fencing styles. 

• Inform community members of the need to retain adequate space in road verges for use as 
public footways. 

• Investigate the nature and extent of remnant vegetation on the traffic island at the 
intersection of Wimbledon Av., Rutland Av., Redbourne Av. and Rugby Court. Remnant 
vegetation should be conserved and maintained. 

• Initiate actions to resolve management issues relating to Ranelagh Club owned reserves (see  
Section 5.6.1) 

Policies 
This strategy and the actions required to implement it relate to the following policies in 
Section 7. 

• Subdivision pattern and estate layout 

• Management of reserves pathways and easements  

• Views 

• Vegetation 

• Roads, road verges and traffic islands 

• Estate entrance and commercial centre 

• Houses and their setting 

Outcomes 
The vegetation is well managed by Council and residents working cooperatively. The role of 
the Ranelagh Club is clarified and management responsibilities re-allocated. The estate’s 
parklike landscape character is conserved and enhanced. 

8.2.3 Enhancing access and use 
The public lands within Ranelagh will be more accessible through a recognised public pathway 
system and existing impediments to access to particular reserves and public areas will be 
progressively removed. This strategy should be considered with related strategy areas 8.2.2 & 
8.2.4. 

Actions 
The following actions are recommended to achieve the strategic direction: 
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• Make public reserves recognisable and accessible through signage/markers 

• Remove impediments to access into reserves and along verges 

• Develop public pathway system with low key signage and interpretation140

Policies 
�is strategy and the actions required to implement it relate to the following policies in 
Section 7: 

• Subdivision pattern and estate layout 

• Management of reserves pathways and easements  

• Roads, road verges and traffic islands 

• Estate entrance and commercial centre 

• Consultation and participation 

Outcome
Residents, locals and visitors will enjoy access to the Ranelagh reserves for a range of active and 
passive recreational uses through a recognised public pathway system throughout the estate. 

8.2.4   Presenting and interpreting the Estate 
Ranelagh will be presented and interpreted as a distinctive local landscape and significant 
heritage place 

Actions
�e following actions are recommended to achieve the strategic direction: 

• Develop and promote a more comprehensive heritage walk around Ranelagh, with signage 
highlighting features of interest 

• Build on existing walk promoted on WBGS website141

• Investigate option of starting point in village square, where people already gather 

• Investigate cross promotion, e.g. sign in Mornington Park directing people 

• Progressively replace existing street signage with distinctive signage reflecting historical 
character of estate 

• Provide for signed entrance points to estate (refer 7.11 Presentation and Interpretation) 

• Enhance vehicle and pedestrian entries with landscape treatment, signage (refer 7.11 
Presentation and Interpretation) 

• Investigate marking Ranelagh boundaries with landscape treatment, signage to promote the 
identity of the estate 

• Commercial centre – enhance its appeal as social hub through urban design and better 
connection to Ranelagh  

• Develop information packs, website to promote Ranelagh, its features, history and 
conservation  

                                                     
140 See ‘Possible opportunities for footpath links including utilization of existing reserves’ by 
Councillor Reade Smith.  
141 Ranelagh Estate Tour Map – Walter Burley Griffin Society Inc., www.griffinsociety.org. 
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• Ensure CMP including history section is widely available  

• Encourage residents, past and present, to donate copies of historical photographs and 
documents

• Investigate display of historic images in Mount Eliza Community Centre foyer 

• Investigate holdings and appropriate conservation of key records, e.g. RRA, Ranelagh Club 

• Establish central point (possibly library?) for access to and storage of records and 
photographs of the estate 

Policies 
�is strategy and the actions required to implement it relate to the following policies in 
Section 7. 

• Presentation and interpretation 

• Consultation and participation 

• Subdivision pattern and estate layout 

• Estate entrance and commercial centre 

Outcome
�e local community, residents and visitors to Ranelagh will have access to an enhanced 
understanding of the history and heritage values of the estate. 

8.2.5   Individual heritage items 
Additional individual heritage places including significant houses and trees within Ranelagh 
will be identified and assessed for possible heritage protection  

Actions
�e following actions are recommended to achieve the strategic direction: 

• Undertake further assessment of places and precincts of potential significance and identify 
places of local significance for inclusion in the HO. 

• Prepare a conservation policy and permit exemptions policy suitable for inclusion as an 
incorporated document in the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme. 

• Identify changes to the MSS and local policy (if required). 

On this basis, prepare a planning scheme amendment to (this could be prepared in conjunction 
with the planning scheme amendments discussed in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.5): 

• Add additional places of individual significance to the HO 

• Add the incorporated documents 

• Make changes to the MSS and local policy (if required) 

• Correct errors with the existing HO maps and schedule in relation to the VHR listing 

Policies 
�is strategy and the actions required to implement it relate to the following policies in 
Section 7. 

• Houses and their setting 
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Outcome
A comprehensive understanding of the heritage values of Ranelagh will provide for the 
recognition and protection of all of its significant features and components. 

8.2.6   Communicating and consulting 
�e importance of communicating and consulting is recognised by MPSC as a key to 
successful conservation and community involvement 

Actions
�e following actions are recommended to achieve the strategic direction: 

• Council to work with RAG/RRA to update information pack about the estate for issuers of 
building permits, real estate agents, new residents, existing residents and property owners. 

• Investigate creation of Council information database on Ranelagh, its heritage status, 
Reserves and Friends Groups, relevant reports etc. 

• Council to work with RRA to encourage new and existing residents to join a friends group, 
assist with maintaining a reserve, roadside reserves or traffic islands 

• Council to continue to work with RAG to implement the CMP once it has been completed 
and to update it periodically as needed 

• Council to use RAG/RRA as a starting point to develop consultation policies for various 
Council programs and activities relating to the estate 

• Council to work with the Ranelagh Club towards the resolution of management issues for 
reserves in the club’s ownership 

Policies 
�is strategy and the actions required to implement it relate to the following policies in 
Section 7. 

• Consultation and participation 

• Presentation and interpretation 

Outcome
�e vision Ranelagh will be well known, and those interested in the estate will stay well 
informed and actively involved 

8.3 Priority actions, budget estimate and timeline 
Table 8.1 identifies the 13 most important actions that should be undertaken by Council as a 
priority in order to implement the key recommendations of this CMP. ‘A’ indicates that work 
should begin within 1 year, ‘B’ within 1-2 years and ‘C’ within 2-5 years. 
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Explore inclusion of conservation and permit exemption policies as incorporated     
documents in the planning scheme       A       
8.2.5 Individual heritage items* 

Assessment of individual heritage places      A 
8.2.2 Managing vegetation, internal reserves and road reserves 

Integrate Council’s database systems (underway) 

Review zoning of reserves        A

Update Arborplan database fields to reflect significance       B 

Guidelines for residents about managing reserves      A 

Guidelines for public landscape of estate (roads, verges, islands, some reserves)           B 
8.2.3 Enhancing use and access 

Public pathway system including route, physical design, low key markers/signage.  

Design resolution of path improvements and marker system    B  

Path construction - gravel with simple clearing and formation but no surfacing      C 

Low key markers/signage (approx 25)              C
8.2.4 Presenting and interpreting the estate 

Heritage walk with signage, brochure, website 

Concept development including mapped route, draft text/images for           B
signs/brochure/web  

Implementation of signage (based on design and manufacture 2 large, 5 medium     C
vandal-proof signs, assuming MPSC installation) 

Brochure/website design and production             C 

Urban design strategy for Mt Eliza Village commercial centre (colour, signage…)             A

Landscape design for vehicle and pedestrian entry points, and estate boundaries          A 
8.2.6 Communicating and consulting 

Information pack for Council, residents, real estate agents                 B

Notes
*�e actions in relation to 8.2.1 and 8.2.5 coul d be undertaken as part of the same project, 
which may result in a lower combined budget. 

Table 8.1 – Priority actions 

Strategy/Action ytiroirP 

8.2.1 Recognising and conserving heritage values* 

Preparation of guidelines for residential and commercial development and subdivision  A 

Prepare new residential and commercial DDO controls     A
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